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Mike Colling has been a member of the CIAM s/c Education/Technical Expert for more than 20 years. During this time he initiated and administered the Education_Resources_File, which is aimed at trainers and teachers who deal with recruiting young people in model flying. Their on can find an extensive collection of ideas for building simple models that can help children get interested in flying. Comprehensive information on the physics of flying enhanced this collection as well as information on the various model classes, including the very interesting Heavy Wight Competition in Britain.

Mike Colling was one of the fathers which introduced this interesting Heavy Wight/Payload Competition in U.K. This runs in cooperation with British Aerospace and allows to fly in 3 classes for different age groups: Class 1 – Distance (for schools); Class 2 – Quantity; Class 3 - Weight. The 2019 competition was made up of around 20 international teams.

In addition to the sporty side of model flying, Mike describes a further feature*: Designing and building a model airplane is a good low-cost method to train students on how to solve and manage a project.

*)Quotation M. Colling in: Why have an Education Programme? CIAM Flyer, Issue #10, March 2000
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